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PUBLIC INTERACTIVE SPACES

architectural projects based on scientific 
researches
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Druzhba
Manifest and the team

Druzhba Architects specializes in integrated 
urban development projects. We create urban 
innovations, develop methods and standards, 
spotting current trends. An important area 
of our expertise is designing educational 
space for kids and working with children as 
legitimate co-authors of urban facilities.

We create spaces for people and about 
people, because we believe that the physical 
environment is crucial to the quality of life, 
psychological comfort, and safety.
We operate at the junction of architecture and 
social psychology to offer most sustainable 
and viable solutions.
Our mission is creating new quality with an eye 
to the future.
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Druzhba
About us

68 projects

18 awards

5 developed methodological materials 
and standarts

50+ publications 
 

5 implemented landscape projects with 
kids as co-authors

7 years working together with edicational 
studio "Drakonproject"

Based on 15 years of expirence we created our 
own method to design public spaces.

It`s main advantage is complexity and hight 
potential to realisation. We are working 
interdisciplinary and seeking to sustainable 
decisions. So our realised projects - not only 
beautiful pictures in magazines, but case 
study of new ideas, starting real changes. 

110+ educational programs

9 collaborations with scientific-research 
Institutes, psihologist, teachers, coordinators, 
anthropologist, ecologist, artists
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"City for children"concept

The methodology of creating 
complex city environment 
for children and teenagers 
instead ghetto-playgrounds. 
The principles of methodology 
based on children's perception 
psychology.

"Schoolyard with community" 
methodology 

The methodology worked out and 
approved in 4 schools together 
with Moscow City Pedagogical 
University MCPU. The goal is to 
include school territory in the 
neighbourhood center and make 
it full of value educational space 
to fit requirements of XXI century 
and change attitudes inside 
school.

The methodology of designing 
with kids as co-authors

Educational studio 
Drakonoproject together with 
bureau Druzhba are designing the 
real city objects with children as 
full-fledged co-authors. It allows 
to create future citizens personal 
responsibility to their own cities.

Druzhba
Our approaches

A neurodynamic approach in 
city`s playscapes

The metodology issued together 
with neuropsychologists  from 
"Logoprognoz" and development 
company "Inteko". The system 
allows to create city`s playgrounds 
as universal and public  trainer for 
developing child`s brain through 
vestibular system.

Improvement programs for 
municipal residential yards

Many years of practice in Moscow 
and Tatarstan allow us to made 
complex programs varyng from 
guides writing and libraries of 
ready-made solutions creating to 
pilot projects constructing.
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Letovo educational 
center
We received a task to create an innovation from Letovo 
and Level group. The request was to make a new school 
and kindergarten space which could be a precedent for 
Russia and all over the world.
But why has this innovation became so necessary in 
modern education? There are very fast changes in modern 
world so the school and kindergarten spaces are always 
should be actual.
That's why our main decision of the project was to provide 
maximum freedom of space organization for teachers and 
children.
The space need to be as free and clear as possible. We 
interpret the courtyard as a workshop of unpredictably. A 
place where children but not teachers and architects will 
realise their own ideas and claim the identity of school. 

An Iternational competion of 
creation of architectural and 
urban planning concept for 
educational center Letovo

Location: Moscow, Ramenki district
Status: concept, the 1stplace of competition, 
consortium with Atelier Pro (The 
Netherlands)
Year: 2021
Client: Contest operator CITYMAKERS. 
Organizer of the contest LEVEL GROUP
with the participation of Letovo School
The area: 34 600m2
Project team:
Head of consortiym: Atelier Pro (space-
planning decisions)
Partners: Bella Filatova,  Anna Rodionova, 
Alexandra Tchertkova,  Anastasia Rychkova
Lead architect: Evgenia Sablina,  Anna 
Mayorova;
Architect: Diana Filipovitch;
Genplan: Maria Mironenko;
Visualisation: Alina Kurotina, Anna 
Manjarova;
Lighting: Kulura Sveta;
Lanscaping: il bosco;
Expert support and science consuling: 
Laboratory of children developent MGPU.
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Kindergarten in 
European Gimnasium
The main idea of conception is based on words of Ivan Bogantsev, the 
header of gymnasium : “School is a spaceship”
The territory of kindergarten is already have a dense greenery so 
conceptual image of project is a garden-rocket ship that land into 
woods. Group playgrounds combined in clusters within those children 
can move freely to choose diverse type of activity: creative, active, 
with team or individual.
Freestanding group veranda with accent color  appear to be marker 
of a "space" layer of project. At the same time natural coverings and 
greenery emphasize the natural motives of territory.
The greenery in project cares an educational features. An assortment 
of plants picked up child can meet the diversity of textures and forms 
of living nature and use this material in game.

Environment of kindergarten's 
territory

Location: Moscow 
Design period  2022 
Client: European Gymnasium
Team:
Partners: Bella Filatova, Alexandra 
Chertkova, Anna Rodionova,  Anastasia 
Rychkova;
Lead architect: Olga Paramonova; 
Architects: Diana Fillipovich;
General plan: Maria Mironenko; 
Lighting: Kultura Sveta; 
Landscaping: Il Bosco.
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The concept of children's 
spaces in the Forst Residential 
Complex
 
Location: Simonovskaya embankment, 
Moscow 
Stage: Concept 
Year: 2021 
Client: Forma 
Project team: 
Bella Filatova, Alexandra Chertkova, Anna 
Rodionova, Anastasia Rychkova, Olga 
Paramonova, Anna Mayorova, Daria Pilipak; 
Landscaping concept: British bureau 
Gillespies.

Scandinavian village

The design solutions are inspired by the beauty of nature and 
the textures of the skandinavian landscape.
To implement this idea we applied colors of nature wood 
and coverings, and landscape elements, referring to natural 
motives. The main idea was chosen in context within the 
environment disigned by Gillespies.
Traditional Scandinavian villages have become the image 
for the central playground - bright architecture against the 
background of muted tones of northern nature. Therefore, we 
have chosen natural materials with bright spotted accents.
Children’s equipment on the playgrounds was selected 
according to the method of a neurodynamic approach in the 
design of a children’s environment. The selected equipment, 
which induces different types of movement, promotes the 
development of the child’s brain at all stages.
All playgrounds are delicately integrated into the landscaping 
project and meet safety requirements. The playgrounds are 
equipped
with the necessary equipment, which does not have a clear 
image, but leaves room for the child’s imagination, stimulating 
his education.
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Playground in the courtyard of 
Vrubel residential complex, 4
 
Location: Moscow, st. Vrubel, 4 
Stage: Concept 
Year: 2021 
Area: 250 m2 
Client: Inteko 
Project team: 
Bella Filatova, Alexandra Chertkova, Anna 
Rodionova, Anastasia Rychkova, 
Anna Mayorova, Olga Paramonova, Alena 
Yarmolchuk, Angela Kamalina.

Artist's Hut

The concept of the project was inspired by the appearance 
of the  artists houses of the early 20th century: Repinsky 
Penates, Vasnetsov's Mansion, Voloshin's house.
The architectural forms of the site refer to the Art Nouveau 
language, shifting it into a modern way. The project took 
into account the neurodynamic approach to designing 
children's spaces.
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Design-project of the visitor 
center's "Kronotsky Reserve" 
complex improvement

Location: Kamchatka Peninsula, Elizovo
Stage: Idea
Design period: 2020
Client: FSBI " Kronotsky Reserve" 
Team:
Partners: Bella Filatova, Alexandra 
Tchertkova, Anna Rodionova, Anastasia 
Rychkova;
Lead architect:  Eugenia Sablina
Architects: Olga Paramonova, Irina 
Garifullina, Victoria Yurzinova;
Gen.plan: Maria Mironenko;
Lighting engineers: Kultura Sveta; 
Landscape architects: IlBosco;
Visualizations: Evgeny Fomchenko.

The Prime Meridian

The Prime Meridian  is the starting point,  a gate in the 
Kronotsky Reserve. It's a place were you can touch 
upon nature right here, in the Elizovo city. We create a 
concentrated patch of nature that appear to be a window 
to the Kronotsky Reserve located near visit-center. It's a 
place for discussions, a public center devoted to nature 
reservation theme, a place for visitors self-actualization 
and expression of opinions.
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Design project of environment 
of kindergarten''s territory

Location: Yekaterinburg, residential complex 
"Solnechnyi
Design period  2021
Client: Forum Group
Team:
Partners: Bella Filatova, Alexandra 
Chertkova, Anna Rodionova, Anastasia 
Rychkova;
Lead architect: Olga Paramonova; 
Architects: Anna Mayorova, Diana 
Fillipovich, Daria Pilipak;
General plan: Maria Mironenko; 
Lighting: Kultura Sveta; 
Landscaping: Elena Cherepanova.

Great expedition

The base of conceptual vision is diversity of natural and 
anthropological zones surrounds kindergarten as planets 
surrounds the sun. Each group has its own image that 
sets the rules of equipments location, colour palette and 
scenarios for play.

Nearby group playgrounds unites in clusters. Clusters 
is a number of playgrounds within which similar age 
children can move freely stay under watch of teachers. 
The base set of equipment dispersed within each cluster 
that motivates children to explore environment and move 
between playgrounds with different topics as a traveler.  
Each playground has its own veranda that equipped with 
the busyboards - diverse stands that suites the topic and 
age of each group.
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Playground in the yard

Location: Moscow, Malaya Ordynka 19
Sq. m : 100
Design period: 2018 
Constructed period: 2019
Client:  Sminex
Team:
Bella Filatova, Anna Rodionova, Anastasia 
Rychkova, Alexandra Chertkova, Maria 
Gulida, Elena Mitrofanova;  
Engineering: Horizon;  
Construction: Legato;  
Lighting: Kultura Sveta.

Sand dunes

When you play in the ground every day, you must choose 
your own play theme like Submarine, Sand dunes, 
Tunneling animals in the garden, Hobbit valley - the 
imagery is entirely up to the child’s fantasy and is not 
imposed by a predetermined playground theme. Usually 
100 sq. m is ample space to accommodate one swing, a 
small merry-go-round and a sandpit. But if you understand 
child’s mental perception, a whole world is created in the 
same space!
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Druzhba
International Architectural Bureau

burodruzhba.com
@burodruzhba

For cooperation and partnership in any of the proposals call us: 
+35796760106
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